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chapter 5
How to Identify Cognates in Syntax? Taking  
Watkins’ Legacy One Step Further
Jóhanna Barðdal and Thórhallur Eythórsson
Abstract
As a reaction to three different proposals on how to reconstruct basic word order for 
Proto-Indo-European, Watkins and his contemporaries in the 1970s succeeded in abort-
ing any attempt at reconstructing syntax for a long time to come. As a consequence, 
syntactic reconstruction has generally been abandoned, regarded as a doomed enter-
prise by historical linguists for several different reasons, one of which is the alleged 
difficulty in identifying cognates in syntax. Later, Watkins (1995) proposed a research 
program aimed at reconstructing larger units of grammar, including syntactic struc-
tures, by means of identifying morphological flags that are parts of larger syntactic 
entities. As a response to this, we show how cognate argument structure constructions 
may be identified, through a) cognate lexical verbs, b) cognate case frames, c) cog-
nate predicate structure and d) cognate case morphology. We then propose to advance 
Watkins’ program, by identifying cognate argument structure constructions with the 
aid of non-cognate, but synonymous, lexical predicates. As a consequence, it will not 
only be possible to identify cognate argument structure constructions across a deeper 
time span, it will also be possible to carry out semantic reconstruction on the basis of 
lexical-semantic verb classes.
1 Introduction
While phonological, morphological and lexical reconstruction continue to 
thrive in historical-comparative linguistics, syntactic reconstruction has 
been balked at for several decades now, ever since the influential article by 
Watkins (1976) in which three different reconstructions of basic word order 
in Proto-Indo-European were weighed, measured and found wanting.* Since 
*   We are indebted to the audiences in Ghent (2014), Brussels (2014), and Vienna (2014) for 
discussions; to Valgerður Bjarnadóttir, Eleonora Cattafi, Serena Danesi, Tonya Kim Dewey, 
Michael Frotscher, Leonid Kulikov, Roland Pooth and Valentina Tsepeleva for discussions and
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then, different forces have made an entrance into the field of syntactic recon-
struction, most notably Harris and Campbell who systematically argued for 
the feasibility of syntactic reconstruction (Harris & Campbell 1995, Campbell 
& Harris 2003), but were remonstrated against by Lightfoot and his follow-
ers (Lightfoot 2002a, 2002b; Pires & Thomason 2008). The debate on the le-
gitimacy of syntactic reconstruction continues, although it seems that there 
is more resonance in the historical linguistic community with syntactic recon-
struction now than ever before (cf. Gildea 1998, 2000; Mendoza 1998; Bauer 
2000; Kikusawa 2002, 2003; Roberts 2007; Bowern 2008; Willis 2011; Kulikov 
& Lavidas 2013; Walkden 2014; Viti 2014; Smitherman 2015; Daniels 2015, 2017; 
Dunn et al. 2017; Danesi, Johnson & Barðdal 2017; Pooth et al. 2019; Johnson 
et al. 2019; inter alia), despite there still being strong forces in the communi-
ty arguing against it (Pires & Thomason 2008; Mengden 2008; Walkden 2013; 
Seržant 2015).
Our goal in this article is to take Watkins’ legacy, that syntax is reconstruc-
table on the basis of morphological clues, one step further. A central question 
to be dealt with is how to identify cognates in syntax. We propose that within 
the area of argument structure constructions, cognate argument structures 
may be identified as such on the basis of a) cognate lexical material, b) cog-
nate case frames, c) cognate predicate structure and d) cognate case morphol-
ogy. After demonstrating in practice the viability of the proposed research 
program, we proceed to show how cognate argument structure constructions 
may be identified on the basis of non-cognate, but synonymous, lexical mate-
rial. This last step in the methodology entails improving on Watkins’ proposal, 
such that cognate argument structure constructions are not only identifiable 
on the basis of morphological or morphosyntactic clues, but also on the basis 
of semantic clues.
In Section 2 we give an outline of the problem, which has its roots in the 
marginal status of syntax during the Neogrammarian period, the underdevel-
oped syntactic theories of the structuralists, as well as a putative fundamental 
difference between phonology, morphology and the lexicon, on the one hand, 
and syntax on the other. We briefly discuss four of the five major arguments 
that have been presented against syntactic reconstruction, before turning to 
the fifth, the alleged lack of cognates in syntax, in Section 3. There we showcase 
how cognates in argument structure may be identified, illustrating our point 
  help with the data. Thanks also go to two anonymous reviewers as well as Spike Gildea 
and Eugenio Luján. This research was supported with two generous research grants to 
Jóhanna Barðdal, the first from the Norwegian Research Council (NonCanCase, grant nr. 
205007) and the second from the European Research Council (EVALISA, grant nr. 313461). 
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with a reconstruction of the argument structure constructions of three verbs, 
‘think’, ‘thirst’ and ‘answer’, for Proto-Germanic. What these three verbs have in 
common is that they all deviate from the canonical Nom-Acc transitive proto-
type, hence exhibiting a certain degree of arbitrariness in the linking between 
case marking and grammatical relations.
Moreover, we present a general argument against the arbitrariness require-
ment in syntax, and claim instead that canonical structures are reconstructable 
as such on the basis of common regularities in the daughter languages, exactly 
as for phonology, morphology and the lexicon. Our reconstructions are in part 
based on attested syntactic changes, that are regular in nature, indeed demon-
strating the directionality that has been presumed to be absent in syntax.
2 The Problem
It has been consistently assumed in historical linguistics that syntactic re-
construction is more or less untenable (Watkins 1976; Jeffers 1976; Winter 
1984; Lightfoot 1979, 2002a, 2000b, 2006; Harrison 2003; Holland 2003; Pires & 
Thomason 2008; von Mengden 2008). The reasons for this are five-fold:
– lack of regularity in syntactic change
– lack of arbitrariness in syntax
– lack of simple form–meaning correspondences in syntax
– lack of continuous transmission of syntactic structures during acquisition
– lack of cognate material in syntax
Let us start with the lack of regularity in syntactic change, since regularity has 
been a key concept for deciding on the potential directionality of syntactic 
change. This idea of lack of regularity is based on the notion that while sound 
change is regular and can be captured by sound laws, syntactic change, in con-
trast, is not; there are no syntactic “laws” that can be used in reconstruction to 
determine the regularity of change (cf. Miranda 1976; Lightfoot 1979, 2002a; 
Campbell & Mithun 1980), aiding in the decision of which alternant of a cor-
respondence set provides basis for the reconstruction.
This first criticism of syntactic reconstruction is based on two misconcep-
tions. The first misconception is that the sound laws are regular and apply 
without exception. The second one is that there is no regularity, and hence no 
directionality, in syntactic change. The truth of the matter is first that sound 
laws are only regular by definition (Hoenigswald 1978), while semi-regular and 
less regular sound changes are as such systematically excluded from the no-
tion of a sound law. Thus, not all phonological changes can be reconstructed 
on the basis of sound laws. Second, contrary to widespread beliefs, regularity 
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can indeed be found in syntactic change, although as Willis (2011) points out, 
this regularity is local and not necessarily universal. In other words, by care-
fully examining the data, regularities may be discerned, although this clearly 
has to be done on the basis of each data set and that data set alone (cf. also 
Harris & Campbell 1985; Campbell & Harris 2003; Barðdal & Eythórsson 2012a; 
Dunn et al. 2017).
Turning to the second and the third criticisms listed above, the general 
conception within the historical linguistic community is that syntax lacks the 
form–meaning correspondences which are needed to provide a basis for a se-
cure reconstruction, and hence that the arbitrariness requirement cannot be 
fulfilled in syntax.
Exactly as the first criticism, the second one is also based on two miscon-
ceptions: first, there is in fact a great deal of arbitrariness in syntax, contra the 
received opinion, and second, in any case, the requirement of arbitrariness is 
simply not needed in syntax. Harrison (2003) argues that the requirement of 
arbitrariness is first and foremost relevant when the goal of the reconstruc-
tion is to establish genetic relatedness. Since syntactic reconstruction is usu-
ally carried out after genetic relatedness has been established, the arbitrariness 
requirement is superfluous in syntax. In addition, as we discuss below, there is 
a substantial amount of arbitrariness in syntax, so the requirement can in part 
be fulfilled in any case.
The third criticism, that syntax does not consist of simple form–meaning 
correspondences, has its roots in the traditionalist/structuralist view of sen-
tence meaning, namely that the meaning of a sentence is derived from the 
meaning of the lexical items instantiating it (cf. Klein 2010). On such a view, 
sentences do not consist of form–meaning correspondences, but are instead 
combinations of words and phrases, according to specific rules.
This third criticism does not apply on a constructional approach to lan-
guage where larger syntactic units than words are regarded as form–meaning 
correspondences (Fillmore et al. 1988; Goldberg 1995; Croft 2001; inter alia). 
On a constructional approach, not only words are regarded as signs, in the 
Saussurian sense, but also larger constructions. In fact, constructions are as-
sumed to range on a scale from lexically filled to schematic constructions, as 
well as ranging on a scale from the atomic to the bound, and from the bound 
to the combinatoric (cf. references in Croft & Cruse 2004). On a construction-
al approach, therefore, syntactic entities also count as form–meaning corre-
spondences, and are as such legitimate objects of the Comparative Method 
(Eythórsson & Barðdal 2011, 2016; Barðdal & Eythórsson 2012a, 2012b; Barðdal 
2013, 2014; Daniels 2015; Danesi, Johnson & Barðdal 2017; Johnson et al. 2019; 
Vázquez-González  & Barðdal 2019).
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The fourth criticism, concentrating on the issue of the alleged lack of con-
tinuous transmission of syntactic structures during acquisition, was in particu-
lar put forward and emphasized by Lightfoot (1979, inter alia). The idea here is 
that words are inherited from one generation to the other, while clauses are 
not, since the speaker does not inherit the grammar of his/her language, but 
derives it on the basis of the input.
This fourth criticism of syntactic reconstruction is based on quite a simplistic 
view of lexical items, as being somehow less abstract than clauses (Barðdal & 
Eythórsson 2012a). In fact words are complex form–meaning correspondences 
and are as such abstract entities (cf. Adger 2003; Tomasello 2003; Goldberg 
2006: 69ff). This means that there is, in essence, no qualitative difference be-
tween the transmission of lexical items and larger structural units. We realize 
that this goes against a widely held view, but it follows naturally from the ex-
plicit tenets of Construction Grammar, where larger units than lexical items 
are regarded as form–meaning correspondences exactly like words. As such, 
larger schematic units can be inherited from one generation to the next exactly 
like words (Eythórsson & Barðdal 2011; Barðdal & Eythórsson 2012a, 2012b).
We have dealt extensively with these first four arguments against syntactic 
reconstruction elsewhere; hence, in the following, we focus primarily on the 
last problem, namely that of how to identify cognates in syntax. Nevertheless, 
regularity in syntactic change, and arbitrariness, will also figure in the discus-
sion and argumentation below.
It is generally assumed in the historical linguistic community that identi-
fying cognates in syntax is a hopeless venture. As is well known, during the 
early 1970s, three historical linguists launched three different reconstructions 
of the basic word order of Proto-Indo-European. Lehmann (1974), following 
Delbrück (1878, inter alia), claimed that Proto-Indo-European was an SOV lan-
guage, Friedrich (1975) claimed that it was an SVO language, and Miller (1975) 
that it could have been an SVO, SOV or VSO language. Lehmann founded his 
claims on the typological work of Greenberg, and argued for his position on 
the basis of typological correlations between basic word order and the word 
order within the noun phrase, the prepositional phrase and the adjectival 
phrase. Friedrich’s claim is grounded in a frequency count of different word 
orders in early texts, in particular Homer; by means of which he found that SVO 
dominates over SOV. Finally, Miller founded his claims on the later develop-
ment of the word order in the Indo-European languages, where all three word 
orders are attested.
These three different approaches to one and the same phenomenon, basic 
word order in Indo-European, attracted much antagonistic attention from 
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contemporary historical-comparative linguists at the time. In particular, 
Watkins (1976) put forward severe criticism of this whole enterprise which he 
regarded as a major fiasco. Although justified, Watkins’ criticism, in effect, an-
nihilated any further attempts at reconstructing syntax for decades. As a con-
sequence, studies on syntactic reconstruction came to a halt and did not gain 
ground again for a long time to come.
In retrospect, seen from a modern perspective, the work of the troika from 
the early 1970s, Lehmann, Friedrich and Miller, may of course have been a 
fumble in the dark. However, given the fact that theoretical syntax was still 
an underdeveloped field at the time, and historical syntax even more so, any 
attempts at syntactic reconstruction were bound to be lightweight and imper-
fect. Thus, the failure of these early attempts reflects shortcomings of their 
models and not of the enterprise in and of itself.
Watkins himself did not suggest a systematic program for how to recon-
struct syntax. Instead, he emphasized that syntactic reconstruction should be 
based on archaic expressions containing frozen syntax, deviations from pro-
ductive patterns, and any anomalies in the language that cannot be explained 
synchronically. He also pointed out that in order to be able to carry out syntac-
tic reconstruction, one has to examine the data carefully, compare linguistic 
units used to express similar content across the daughter languages, and in 
general compare cognate text traditions based on oral transmission of inher-
ited cultural and linguistic material. In other words, Watkins did not directly 
address the cognacy problem.
In the same year Jeffers (1976) also problematized the issue of reconstruct-
ing syntax and claimed that there is no finite set of sentences which can be 
used as input for correspondence sets in syntax. He argued that one of the 
main problems with reconstructing syntax is that syntactic change takes place 
through pattern replacement, but does not necessarily involve small changes 
in inherited patterns, which is the kind of change needed to identify inherited 
patterns across daughter languages. In other words, Jeffers’ claim means in es-
sence that there can be no cognates in syntax in the same sense as in phonol-
ogy, morphology and the lexicon. This position has been the prevailing view on 
syntactic reconstruction for decades. Below, we present examples from syntax 
which falsify this claim.
Watkins’ main contribution to the debate on syntactic reconstruction, ini-
tiated in his early work and laid out in more detail in his 1995 book, How to 
Kill a Dragon, was that morphological clues are instrumental for identifying 
cognates, including cognate syntactic material (cf. also Watkins 1964; Fox 1995; 
Gildea 1998; Kikusawa 2003; Harris 2008). Watkins’ own work on poetic for-
mulae consistently identifies layers of cognate collocations and prefabs across 
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the Indo-European traditions, showing how fragments of earlier syntax can be 
determined and, hence, reconstructed.
Taking Watkins’ method at face value means that essentially all morpho-
syntax constitutes a potential input for correspondence sets, and therefore 
provides a basis for comparative reconstruction. This is by no means an in-
significant proportion of grammar: all morphosyntax. In addition, following 
Watkins’ method, collocations and prefabs may provide information about 
word order and clause structure of earlier stages, which in turn means that 
such abstract units can be detected and reconstructed (cf. Comrie 1980). Thus, 
despite the pessimistic tone of Watkins’ (1976) article, there are more possi-
bilities inherent in his approach than he and many of his epigones may have 
realized. Prospects for syntactic reconstruction are therefore not as gloomy as 
commonly assumed. In Barðdal et al. (2013) we showed how morphosyntactic 
reconstruction can be expanded into the domain of information structure, and 
below we will argue that it can be extended into the domain of semantics as 
well (cf. also Barðdal 2007, Barðdal et al. 2012; Johnson et al. 2019).
Finally, let us consider the question of why syntactic reconstruction is im-
portant at all. Syntactic reconstruction is not simply a hobby of some armchair 
linguists who enjoy playing with historical data; it is a fundamental part of his-
torical linguistics, as it involves putting forward grounded hypotheses on pre-
stages of languages, and hence aims at identifying how language change comes 
about (cf. Ferraresi & Goldbach 2008). Syntactic reconstruction is thus a way of 
concretizing and “formalizing” analyses of language change. As such, syntactic 
reconstruction may provide important insights into the development of spe-
cific linguistic structures. We now turn to the issue of how to identify cognates 
in syntax.
3 Identifying Cognates in Syntax
We first discuss cognate recognition in syntax on the basis of cognate lexical 
material (Section 3.1), second, on the basis of cognate structure, including argu-
ment and predicate structure (Section 3.2), and finally, we show how Watkins’ 
program can be taken one step further, namely through cognate recognition in 
syntax on the basis of synonymous lexical material (Section 3.3).
3.1 Identification on the Basis of Cognate Lexical Material
In order to extend Watkins’ method to reconstruct on the basis of morpho-
syntax, let us now delve into the realm of argument structure, since a substan-
tial part of our syntactic work has been focused on that domain of grammar. 
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Argument structure is understood here as the arguments selected by a predi-
cate and their relative order. Included in this are different case frames inher-
ent in different argument structure constructions, like Nom-Acc, Nom-Dat, 
Nom-Gen, etc. As valency is a major ingredient in syntax, the ability to recon-
struct argument structure is, we believe, a very significant contribution to a 
research program aiming at syntactic reconstruction.
Let us start with an investigation of a predicate selecting for a non-canonical 
case frame as a part of its argument structure. For instance, the oldest verb 
meaning ‘think, seem’ in the Germanic languages has been reconstructed as 
*þunkjan by historical linguists (see, for example, Kluge 2002), on the basis of 
the forms and the meaning in the earliest daughters. Table 5.1 gives the lexical 
correspondence set, on the basis of which the reconstructed form has been 
posited. As is evident from the table, the forms are clearly related and the 
meaning is the same.
Consider now some examples of the argument structure of this verb in the 
earliest layers:
Gothic
(1a) þugkeiþ im auk ei …
thinks.3SG  them.DAT  because  that
‘for they think that …’ (Mt 6.7)
Old High German
(1b) samomichel  uuunder mag temo dunchen, der …
same.great wonder.NOM  may.3SG  him.DAT  seem.INF  who.NOM
‘He will think it an equally great wonder, who …’ (Notker 1,283,9)
Table 5.1 Lexical correspondence sets for Germanic ‘think’
form meaning reconstructed form
Gothic þugkjan ‘think, seem’
*þunkjan-
Old High German thunkian ‘think, seem’
Old English þyncan ‘think, seem’
Old Saxon thunkian ‘think, seem’
Old Norse-Icelandic þykkja ‘think, seem’
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Old English
(1c) Ne þynceð me gerysne þæt we rondas beren  eft to earde
not thinks.3SG  me.DAT  appropriate  that we shields  bear back  to earth
‘I do not find it appropriate that we bear our shields back home’ 
(Beowulf 2653)
Old Saxon
(1d) than  thunkid imu, that  he  sie  gerno  forð lêstien  uuillie
then  seems.3SG  him.DAT  that  he it gladly forward  do.INF  wishes
‘Then he thinks that he will gladly wish to do it in the future’ 
(Heliand 2496–2501)
Old Norse-Icelandic
(1e) oss þykir eigi  verr að þú sért  lítt heil
us.DAT  seems.3SG  not worse  that  you  are  little  healthy
‘we don’t find it worse that you are not well’ (Fóstbræðra saga, Ch. 10)
As these examples show, the first argument of the argument structure, the sub-
ject, is always in the dative case (for the subject behavior of non-nominative 
subjects in early Germanic, see Rögnvaldsson 1991, 1995; Allen 1995; Barðdal 
2000; Barðdal & Eythórsson 2003, 2012b; and Eythórsson & Barðdal 2005). The 
morphological case markers in Germanic are also cognate; no innovative mor-
phology is found in the case paradigm. It is certainly true that dative and instru-
mental have merged at some point in proto-history (Luraghi 1987; Barðdal & 
Kulikov 2009), reflexes of which are documented in early West-Germanic (see, 
for example, Krahe 1969a). This, however, is not relevant here, as the dative 
with ‘think’ is hardly of instrumental origin. Table 5.2 gives an overview of the 
case marking of the subject of ‘think’ in both the early and the modern stages 
of the Germanic languages.
Observe that in the oldest languages ‘think’ consistently occurs with a da-
tive subject. To be sure, accusative is also attested in Old High German, but 
apart from that it is only attested in the later stages. Nominative subjects with 
‘think’ are first attested in Middle High German, and subsequently in Modern 
German, as well as in the Modern Germanic languages that have lost case 
marking. The data presented in Table 5.2 are in accordance with the well-
known tendency that oblique subjects change into nominative in the course 
of time (Jespersen 1927; Seefranz-Montag 1982; Eythórsson 2000, 2002; Barðdal 
2009, 2011a). Notice also that Old Swedish, Middle High German, Middle 
English and Middle Dutch, which are more or less contemporaneous with Old 
Norse-Icelandic, have all innovated from the original case frame. In that sense 
they have gone further in their development than Icelandic.
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Table 5.2 Predicate-specific correspondence sets for the argument structure of Germanic 
‘think’
Alt 1 Alt 2 Alt 3
Gothic dat-‘thinks’
Old English dat-‘thinks’
Old Saxon dat-‘thinks’
Old High German dat-‘thinks’ acc-‘thinks’
Old Norse-Icelandic dat-‘thinks’
Old Swedish dat-‘thinks’ acc-‘thinks’
Middle English dat-‘thinks’ acc-‘thinks’
Middle Dutch acc-‘thinks’
Middle High German dat-‘thinks’ acc-‘thinks’ nom-‘think’
Modern Icelandic dat-‘thinks’
Modern Faroese dat-‘thinks’
Modern Dutch dat-‘thinks’ acc-‘thinks’
Modern High German dat-‘thinks’ acc-‘thinks’ nom-‘think’
Modern Swedish nom-‘think’
Modern English nom-‘think’
We propose that the argument structure of ‘think’ can be reconstructed for 
Proto-Germanic, containing a dative subject, on two grounds:
– The earliest representatives of Germanic have a dative subject
– Accusative and nominative subjects are an innovation, attested first in the 
later layers, also in accordance with known developmental paths of oblique 
subjects
This proposal amounts to claiming not only that the predicate itself is cognate, 
but also its argument structure. We have identified the argument structure as 
a cognate argument structure, inherited from a common proto-stage, on the 
basis of three factors:
– The lexical predicate (including both its form and meaning) is cognate
– The case frame itself is cognate
– The morphological case markers are cognate
This is an example of how an argument structure construction can be identi-
fied as cognate in the preserved material. Let us now reconstruct this argu-
ment structure construction for Proto-Germanic. For that purpose we employ 
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the formalism of Construction Grammar (Kay & Fillmore 1999; Michaelis & 
Ruppenhofer 2001; Boas 2003; Fried & Östman 2005; Michaelis 2009, 2012; Sag 
2012; Fried 2015). Observe that the proposed reconstruction is only a partial 
reconstruction, based only on information about the subject argument.
The reconstruction, found in Figure 5.1, consists of three fields, a FORM field, 
a SYN field and a SEM field. The FORM field specifies the reconstructed form of 
the verb ‘think’ as *þunkjan; the SYN field gives the case marking of the dative 
argument; the semantics of this verb-specific construction is given in terms of 
semantic frames (see Framenet1), in this case the Regard frame, where the sub-
ject is a COGNIZER, marked with an i, coindexed with the dative NP of the SYN 
field (for Frame Semantics, see Fillmore 1982, 1985; Petruck 1996; Fillmore & 
Baker 2009; inter alia). This is how verb-specific argument structure construc-
tions may be reconstructed for earlier unattested proto-stages.
In addition to the reconstruction of verb-specific argument structure con-
structions as in Figure 5.1, it is also possible to reconstruct constructions at 
a higher, more schematic, level than the one proposed there. This may in-
volve verb-subclass and verb-class-specific argument structure constructions 
that exist irrespective of the lexical items instantiating them. We refer the 
interested reader to Barðdal & Smitherman (2013) and Vazquez Gonzalez & 
Barðdal (2019) for a detailed exposition of the methodology and formalism. It 
follows from this that argument structure constructions, including their case 
frames, do not only exist at the substantive level, but also at different levels of 
schematicity.
Now it might be objected that dative subjects are ubiquitous with experienc-
er predicates cross-linguistically, and hence, dative subjects might be expected 
1   The Framenet Project, available at framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu.
* lxmFORM < þunkjan >SYN ARG-ST <NP-DATi>
SEM regard-frFRAMES COGNIZER i
Figure 5.1 A reconstruction of the argument structure of ‘think’ in Proto-Germanic
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to arise independently in languages because of common cognitive and con-
ceptual constraints, and therefore are not necessarily inherited. However, 
one must also take into account the argument of economy, or Occam’s razor, 
which, where it is possible, privileges inheritance (no changes) over innova-
tion (one or more changes). And of course, if the typological ubiquity of da-
tive experiencers could be invoked as a motivation for dative subjects in the 
modern languages, then it should be equally valid as a motivation for a dative 
subject in the proto case frame. As such, there are three major arguments for 
assuming an inheritance here, namely the three reasons stated in the bulleted 
list above: cognate lexical predicates, cognate case frames and cognate case 
markers. Moreover, dative subjects are also a clear deviation from the canoni-
cal argument structure with a nominative subject, found with the overwhelm-
ing majority of predicates, including experiencer predicates (cf. Jónsson 2003; 
Nichols 2008). Also, given the large pool of potential lexical predicates with 
experiencer meaning, exactly which ones get assigned non-canonical subject 
case marking and which do not appears idiosyncratic. As such, dative subjects 
definitely exhibit a certain degree of arbitrariness.
We continue with a discussion of the logical basis for the arbitrariness re-
quirement for reconstruction in Section 3.2 below. But first, let us consider 
another predicate with a non-canonical subject case marking other than the 
dative, namely the verb ‘thirst’ which selects for an accusative subject in the 
early and archaic Germanic languages. This is important because accusative 
subjects are far less common in the world’s languages than dative subjects (see, 
for instance, Barðdal 2009 on Old and Modern Icelandic), involving an even 
higher degree of arbitrariness than datives. The lexical correspondence set for 
‘thirst’ is given in Table 5.3, on the basis of which a verb meaning ‘thirst’ has 
been reconstructed for Proto-Germanic (cf. Kroonen 2013: 553).
Table 5.3 Lexical correspondence sets for the Germanic verb ‘thirst’
form meaning reconstructed form
Gothic þaursjan ‘thirst’
*þurs(t)-
Old High German dursten ‘thirst’
Old English þyrstan ‘thirst’
Old Saxon thurstian ‘thirst’
Old Norse-Icelandic þyrsta ‘thirst’
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The examples below document the argument structure of ‘thirst’ in the ear-
liest layers of Germanic:
Gothic
(2a) þana galaubjandan  du  mis  ni þaurseiþ hvanhun
the.one.ACC  believing in  me not  thirsts.3SG  ever
‘he that believes in me shall never thirst’ (John, 6:35)
Old High German
(2b) thaz mih ni thurste
so.that  me.ACC  not  thirsts.3SG
‘So that I do not thirst’ (Tatian 87,5)
Old English
(2c) þeah þæt folc þyrste þære  lare
yet that.ACC  folk.ACC  thirsts.3SG  their teaching.GEN
‘Yet those people thirst for the teaching’ (Alfred Pastoral Care 31,6)
Old Saxon
(2d) quað  that  ina thurstidi
said  that  him.ACC  thirsted.3SG
‘He said he was thirsty’ (Heliand 5640b–5642a)
Old Norse-Icelandic
(2e) Þyrstir mig nú því  að  eg  em  óvanari erfiðinu en þú.
thirsts.3SG  me.ACC  now  for  at  I am  less.used.to  hard.work than you
‘I am thirsty now because I’m less used to hard work than you.’ 
(Þorsteins Þáttur Stangarhöggs)
As these examples show, the verb ‘thirst’ occurs systematically with an accusa-
tive subject in the earliest Germanic languages. There is some variation, how-
ever, at later stages, as shown in Table 5.4.
Observe that all the oldest languages display an accusative, which is pre-
served into later medieval stages, and surviving into modern times in Icelandic 
and German. The only language that shows variation in its earliest texts is Old 
English, with ‘thirst’ being documented with a dative and a nominative subject, 
in addition to the accusative. The dative survives into Middle English and is 
also documented in Middle Dutch. Except for in Old English, the nominative is 
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only documented in the modern stages of the Germanic languages. The reason 
that the nominative is documented already in the earliest stage of English with 
‘thirst’ is most likely due to the early mergers of the morphological case mark-
ers in that language, as opposed to in the other Germanic languages where the 
case system did not collapse until later (Allen 1995; Falk 1997; Barðdal 2009).
To sum up, Table 5.4 outlines a development from accusative marking on the 
subject to nominative marking. This in turn suggests that it is in fact the accu-
sative subject that is original with this verb. Again, we have identified cognate 
argument structure constructions with the verb ‘thirst’ in Germanic. Exactly 
as with ‘think’, this can be done on two grounds: a) the earliest representatives 
of Germanic have an accusative subject, and b) dative and nominative sub-
jects are an innovation, attested first in the later layers, also in accordance with 
known developmental paths of oblique subjects. As with the verb ‘think’, there 
are three main arguments for assuming that the accusative subject construc-
tion is inherited from a common proto-stage:
Table 5.4 Predicate-specific correspondence sets for the argument structure of Germanic 
‘thirst’
Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 3
Gothic acc-‘thirsts’
Old High German acc-‘thirsts’
Old Saxon acc-‘thirsts’
Old English acc-‘thirsts’ dat-‘thirsts’ nom-‘thirst’
Old Norse-Icelandic acc-‘thirsts’
Middle High German acc-‘thirsts’
Middle English acc-‘thirsts’ dat-‘thirsts’
Middle Dutch acc-‘thirsts’ dat-‘thirsts’
Old Swedish acc-‘thirsts’
Modern Icelandic acc-‘thirsts’
Modern High German acc-‘thirsts’ nom-‘thirst’
Modern Faroese nom-‘thirst’
Modern Swedish nom-‘thirst’
Modern English nom-‘thirst’
Modern Dutch nom-‘thirst’
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– The lexical predicate (including both its form and meaning) is cognate
– The case frame itself is cognate
– The morphological case markers are cognate
On this basis, the argument structure construction of ‘thirst’ can be recon-
structed, with the use of the Construction Grammar formalism, as in Figure 5.2, 
which has a parallel structure to that of ‘think’ in Figure 5.1.
The semantic frame we propose for ‘thirst’ is a subframe of Framenet’s 
biological_urge frame, or more specifically the Need_for_intake_of_nourish-
ment frame. This frame has already been suggested for ‘hunger’ (Barðdal & 
Eythórsson 2012b), on the basis of an earlier analysis involving the frame for 
‘eat’ (Croft 2009).
As a final example in our proposed research program, let us consider ‘an-
swer’ in Germanic which is lexically manifested by two different etymons, 
namely those reconstructed as *(and)swaran and *andwurdjan. Table 5.5 gives 
our correspondence sets and lexical reconstruction for *(and)swaran and 
Table 5.6 for *andwurdjan.
Table 5.5 Lexical correspondence set and reconstruction of Germanic *(and)swaran
form meaning reconstructed form
Old English andswarian ‘answer’
*(and)swaran
Old Frisian andswara ‘answer’
Old Norse-Icelandic svara ‘answer’
Old Swedish svara ‘answer’
Old Danish swaræ ‘answer’
* lxm FORM < þurs(t)jan > SYN ARG-ST < NP-ACCi > 
SEM need-for-intake fr FRAMES NEEDER i 
Figure 5.2 A reconstruction of the argument structure of ‘thirst’ in Proto-Germanic
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Table 5.5 suggests that the distribution of the etymon *(and)swaran is con-
fined to North-Germanic and Ingvaeonic, while Table 5.6 shows that the ety-
mon *andwurdjan is found in Gothic and West-Germanic. Note that there 
also exists a Gothic verb swaran with a different meaning, ‘swear (an oath)’ cf. 
Kroonen (2013: 496). In the other languages, this meaning is expressed with a 
verb containing a -ja suffix, namely *swarjan. Brugmann (1913) assumes a se-
mantic development ‘swear (an oath)’ from ‘answer before a court of justice’. 
This account presupposes that the meaning ‘answer’ is the original meaning, 
while ‘swear (an oath)’ is derived. This is further confirmed by the existence of 
related forms in other Indo-European languages, like Old Indic svara- ‘sound’, 
Oscan sverrunei ‘spokesperson’ and Old Church Slavonic svara ‘quarrel’ (de 
Vries 1962: 568).
Given the existence of the verb *swaran in all three branches of Germanic, 
it is reasonable to assume that it also existed in Proto-Germanic. But, it is also 
clear from the data that this verb had a competitor, namely *andwurdjan, with 
the same meaning as *(and)swaran ‘answer’. This *andwurdjan consists of two 
components: a) the verb *wurdjan (Goth. waurdjan, OE wyrdan, ON-I orða, 
etc.) meaning ‘speak, put into words’, derived from the noun *wurdan ‘word’ 
(Goth. waurd, OE, OS, OFr. word, OHG wort, ON-I orð, etc.), and b) the pre-
fix *and-. With the addition of this prefix, *andwurdjan came to mean ‘speak 
against, oppose’, and from there the meaning got bleached into ‘answer’ (cf. 
Icelandic andmæla ‘oppose’, composed of and- and mæla ‘speak’ from the noun 
mál ‘speech, language’). The preserved material therefore suggests that *and-
wurdjan replaced *(and)swaran in Gothic and West-Germanic, and that this 
must have happened during prehistoric times. We assume, further, that the 
basic verb *wurdjan selected for the Nom-Acc case frame, in the meaning ‘put 
into words’, as it did in Old English and still does in Icelandic with the inherited 
orða ‘put into words’.
Table 5.6 Lexical correspondence set and reconstruction of Germanic *andwurdjan
form meaning reconstructed form
Gothic andwaurdjan ‘answer’
*andwurdjan
Old High German antwurten ‘answer’
Old Frisian andwerda ‘answer’
Old Saxon andwurdian ‘answer’
Old English andwyrdan ‘answer’
Middle Dutch antwerden ‘answer’
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Let us now investigate the argument structure of *(and)swaran and *and-
wurdjan in Germanic. Both verbs select for a nominative subject and a dative 
object in all the early Germanic languages, and they still do in the languages 
that have preserved morphological case marking. In the languages that have 
lost case morphology accusative and dative have merged into a common object 
(oblique) form, which synchronically amounts to an accusative. The examples 
in (3) are with *(and)swaran and the ones in (4) are with *andwurdjan.2
Old English
(3a) him se  yldesta  andswarode (Beo. Th. 522)
him.DAT  the  oldest answered
‘The oldest answered him’
Old Norse-Icelandic
(3b) vér svöruðum  þér ok sögðum … (Stj. 219, 2)
we  answered  you.DAT  and  said
‘We answered you and said …’
Old Danish (ca. 1425)
(3c) thæm scal han  al  ene  swore (Skråer I.9 §9)
them.DAT  shall  he all  one answer
‘He shall answer them all alone’
Old Swedish
(3d) budit swardhe hanom swa (RK 2: 2545)
messenger  answered  him.DAT  such
‘The messenger answered him such’
Modern Icelandic
(3e) og hann  svaraði henni til  baka
and  he answered  her.DAT  to  back
‘and he answered her back’
2   The Gothic example (4a) is a translation from Greek, and the Old High German (4b) and 
the Old English (4e) ones are translations from Latin. In all these cases the Greek and Latin 
originals also have a dative with the verb ‘answer’ (see Section 3.3 below).
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Modern Faroese
(3f) at  fáa  svarað hvørjum sítt
to  get  answered  each.DAT  their.own
‘to be able to answer each and every one about their own’
Modern Danish
(3g) Jeg  svarede ham naturligvis  ikke.
I answered  him.ACC  of.course  not
‘Of course I didn’t answer him’
Modern Swedish
(3h) Kan  dö  lycklig  nu för osciiii svarade mig 
 can  die  happy  now  because  Osciiii  answered  me.ACC  
 gånger  två  idag
 times two  to.day
‘Can die happy now since Osciiii answered me twice today’
Modern English
(3i) The girl answered him.
Gothic
(4a) þu hwas  is, ei andwaurdjais  guda?
you  who are  that  reply.OPT God.DAT
‘Who are you replying to (OR: against) God?’ (Rom 9:20)
Old High German
(4b) Tho antvvurtita  imo Philippus
then  answered him.DAT  Philip.NOM
‘Then Philip answered him’ (Tatian, Ev. Harm., 80.3)
Old Frisian
(4c) So ach him thi other andwerdia
then  shall  him.DAT  the.NOM  other.NOM  answer
‘Then the other must answer him’ (The Skeltana Riucht XXV)
Old Saxon
(4d) Imu anduuordidun  frôlîco is friund angegin
him.DAT  answered cheerfully  his  friends  again
‘His friends answered him cheerfully again’ (Heliand 3041)
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Old English
(4e) Abraham  hire andwerde
Abraham  her.DAT  answered
‘Abraham answered her’ (Gen. 16.6)
The correspondence set for *(and)swaran is given in Table 5.7 below, on the 
basis of which we suggest the reconstruction in Figure 5.3, where we recon-
struct the original case frame as being Nom-Dat, and not Nom-Acc. This is be-
cause Nom-Dat is found in the earliest daughters, while Nom-Acc is not found 
until later stages of North and West Germanic and then only in languages 
where the morphological accusative and dative have merged, with subsequent 
functional merger of the two case uses.
Table 5.7 Predicate-specific correspondence set for the argument structure of Germanic 
*(and)swaran
Alt 1 Alt 2
Old English nom-dat
Old Norse-Icelandic nom-dat
Modern Icelandic nom-dat
Modern Faroese nom-dat
Modern English nom-acc
Modern Swedish nom-acc
Modern Danish nom-acc
* lxm FORM < (and)swaran > SYN ARG-ST <NP-NOMi, NP-DATj> 
SEM communication_response fr FRAMES SPEAKER i ADDRESSEE j 
Figure 5.3 A reconstruction of the argument structure of ‘answer’ in Proto-Germanic
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To recapitulate, we propose that *(and)swaran is the older verb in Germanic 
meaning ‘answer’, and that it was replaced by *andwurdjan in East and West 
Germanic. This raises the question of where the Nom-Dat case frame of *and-
wurdjan came from. It is obvious that since *andwurdjan is a prefixed form of 
*wurdjan, which is derived from a noun, the case frame cannot be inherited 
from the source. The reason is that the noun *wurdan ‘word’ does not have a 
verbal argument structure and the argument structure of the verb *wurdjan 
was most likely Nom-Acc, as discussed above.
One question that arises is whether *andwurdjan may receive its case frame 
from the prefix and-, rather than from the synonymous *(and)swaran. This ap-
pears not to be the case. In a detailed study of the syntactic functions of prefixes 
in Old High German, for instance, Kuroda (2014) shows that valency is much less 
affected by prefixes in Old High German than in Modern German. Moreover, a 
case study of selected prefixed verbs in other Old Germanic languages confirms 
Kuroda’s conclusions. For example, Go. andbindan ‘untie’ and its OE and OHG 
cognates, anbindan and intbintan, respectively, all select for accusative objects. 
Another example comes from Old Saxon, where the verb andbītan ‘consume, 
partake’ selects for a genitive object, illustrating beyond doubt that the dative 
with *andswaran and *andwurdian is not assigned by the prefix and-.
Earlier research on new verbs shows that four main tendencies are at work 
when new verbs are assigned case frames (Barðdal 1999, 2001, 2008, 2012):
– Case assignment by default
– Case frame borrowed with the lexical predicate it occurs with
– Case assignment inherited from a cognate source verb
– Case assignment on the basis of synonymous verbs
Default case assignment is the unmarked option and entails that a subject is 
assigned the nominative case and an object the accusative case, i.e. an ana-
logical extension on the basis of the statistically most predominant pattern (cf. 
Barðdal 2011b). The second tendency entails that when a verb is borrowed from 
one language to another, it is borrowed with its case frame as well. This process 
has been documented in detail in a study of borrowed verbs in 15th century 
Icelandic (Barðdal 1999). The third tendency is typically found with verbs de-
rived from already existing verbs, like Icelandic aðstoða ‘assist’ which is de-
rived from its cognate stoða ‘support’ by means of the prefix að- ‘to’. The verb 
stoða selects for Nom-Acc in Icelandic, and it seems that aðstoða has simply 
inherited this case frame from its source. Another example is the Old English 
verb anbindan ‘untie’ mentioned above, which has presumably inherited its 
case from the unprefixed bindan ‘bind, tie’ which selects for Nom-Acc in all 
the Germanic languages. The fourth type of case assignment is found when a 
new verb receives case marking on the basis of an existing synonymous verb. 
This third type is quite common, as has been shown in research on Icelandic 
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(Barðdal 2001, 2008, 2012). Table 5.8 gives a few documented examples of case 
assignment of the latter two types (from Barðdal 2001, Appendix C), which are 
also most important for the present purposes.
Returning to *andwurdjan, it is clear that default case assignment is not re-
sponsible for its case frame, as default case assignment is Nom-Acc, and not 
Nom-Dat (see, for instance, Barðdal 2011b on Icelandic). The second option is 
not relevant either since there is no reason to assume that *swaran has been 
borrowed into Germanic; it is formed from a PIE root *swer- ‘speak’, as all ety-
mological dictionaries attest to, but has developed the specific meaning ‘an-
swer’ within Germanic. With regard to the third option, the case frame cannot 
be inherited from a cognate source verb (cf. two leftmost columns in Table 5.8), 
since the cognate *wurdjan must be reconstructed with a Nom-Acc case frame. 
The most likely source of the case frame of *andwurdjan is thus that it comes 
from its synonymous verb *(and)swaran (cf. rightmost columns in Table 5.8). 
In other words, when *andwurdjan changed its meaning from ‘put into words, 
speak’ to ‘answer’ it also took over the case frame of the verb meaning ‘answer’, 
namely *(and)swaran.
The goal of this section has been to illustrate in detail how syntactic struc-
tures like, for instance, argument structure constructions may be recon-
structed on the basis of cognate lexical verbs across daughter languages (cf. 
also Harris 2008; Barðdal & Eythórsson 2012a, 2012b; Barðdal & Smitherman 
2013; Barðdal et al. 2013; Barðdal 2013, 2014; Eythórsson & Barðdal 2016; Danesi, 
Johnson & Barðdal 2017; Dunn et al. 2017; Johnson et al. 2019; Pooth et al. 2019; 
Vasques, Gonzales & Barðdal 2019). The examples above, with ‘think’, ‘thirst’ 
and ‘answer’, deviate from the default Nom-Acc assignment in Germanic, and 
Table 5.8 Argument structure constructions with new verbs
Cognate verb source Synonymous verb source
stoða ‘support’ aðstoða ‘assist bjarga ‘save’ redda ‘save’
senda ‘send’ símsenda ‘fax’ laga ‘fix’ ordna ‘fix’
rita ‘write’ afrita ‘copy’ hringja ‘phone’ bjalla ‘phone’
færa ‘move’ uppfæra ‘update’ daga ‘dawn’ dona ‘dawn’
þýða ‘translate’ bakþýða ‘decompile skera ‘cut’ kötta ‘cut’
baka ‘bake’ afbaka ‘distort’ binda ‘tie’ leisa ‘lace’
skoða ‘observe’ endurskoða ‘audit’ hreinsa ‘cleanse’ sjæna ‘make shiny’
skipta ‘divide’ lagskipta ‘stratify’ trufla ‘bother’ bögga ‘bug’
setja ‘put’ gróðursetja ‘plant’ eyða ‘delete’ dílíta ‘delete’
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therefore involve at least some degree of arbitrariness in the mapping between 
the lexical verb and its case frame.
It is commonly assumed that all linguistic units which are not motivated 
synchronically must have an historical explanation. It is less widely recognized 
that this also applies to argument structure constructions. One could, however, 
argue that the dative subject case of ‘think’ is motivated synchronically by the 
fact that a subset of experiencer predicates exhibit that case frame. This rela-
tion, however, is not systematic, since experiencer predicates in Germanic may 
occur in the nominative and the accusative, as well as the dative. One could 
also argue that the dative object of ‘answer’ is motivated by the animacy of the 
object referent, as dative objects are often animate.
However, in a study of the productivity of different argument structure con-
structions, Barðdal (2008: 75) shows for Modern Icelandic that only 45% of 
dative objects are animate, while corresponding figures for accusative and gen-
itive are 26% and 21%, respectively. While languages like Modern German have 
more or less eliminated arbitrary case assignment from the language, with the 
consequence that dative as an object case is primarily used with animate ob-
jects (Wegener 1985; Primus 2012), this is not true for Icelandic, where arbi-
trary case assignment has been preserved to a much greater degree. Given that 
animate objects may be assigned dative, accusative or genitive, it appears that 
the exact linking between a specific lexical predicate with an animate object 
and its particular case frame is in part arbitrary. The verb *andwurdjan could 
therefore have been assigned the Nom-Acc or the Nom-Gen case frame, as well 
as the Nom-Dat case frame, if animacy was the decisive factor.
In this context, let us contemplate the issue of whether there is a difference 
between the concepts of “syntactic reconstruction” and what Klimov (1977) 
labels “diachronic interpretation”. In other words, is it only possible to recon-
struct on the basis of arbitrary correspondence sets? For instance, if all the 
early and archaic Indo-European daughter languages have a transitive con-
struction with a nominative subject and an accusative object, is it then not 
legitimate to reconstruct such an argument structure for the proto-language, 
even though there certainly is little or no arbitrariness involved? Our answer to 
that question is an unequivocal yes.
Some might now argue that a transitive construction with a nominative sub-
ject and an accusative object is not specific for Proto-Indo-European, since such 
a construction is extremely common across languages. This raises the question 
whether typological considerations should prevent us from reconstructing on 
the basis of preserved material. Should we, for example, not reconstruct a /p/ 
for Proto-Indo-European because it is cross-linguistically common? The sound 
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/p/ has certainly been identified in the earliest Indo-European languages on 
the basis of its occurrence in cognate words like ‘father’ and ‘fish’. Since these 
lexical items have been inherited into the daughter languages, it is obvious 
that /p/ has also been inherited from an earlier proto-stage. On the basis of re-
constructed words, the phonological system of Proto-Indo-European has been 
established (see, for example, Mayrhofer 1986), and the inventory of this recon-
structed sound system uncontroversially contains /p/. Despite the fact that the 
sound /p/ is extremely common in the world’s languages, Indo-Europeanists 
nevertheless confidently reconstruct it for Proto-Indo-European. The same 
would seem to apply to syntax.
One could now object even further and claim that a reconstruction of a 
Nom-Acc construction is banal. However, this is not a valid reason against 
such a reconstruction, as it is equally banal to say that Proto-Indo-European 
had a /p/ as it is to say that it had a transitive Nom-Acc construction. Thus, we 
conclude that a reconstruction on the basis of regularities is a legitimate enter-
prise, provided that this regularity is found in the daughter languages.
3.2 Identification on the Basis of Cognate Structure
One additional device to identify cognate argument structure constructions 
is through what Walkden calls the Double Cognacy Requirement (Walkden 
2009, 2013). He points out that a sound, say /p/, cannot be reconstructed for 
Proto-Indo-European unless it is found in a cognate environment. To give an 
example, one cannot reconstruct /p/ on the basis of piscis ‘fish’ in Latin and 
fadar ‘father’ in Gothic. One has to reconstruct on the basis of piscis ‘fish’ in 
Latin and fisks ‘fish’ in Gothic, on the one hand, and on the basis of pater ‘fa-
ther’ in Latin and fadar ‘father’ in Gothic, on the other. That is, a secure re-
construction is carried out on the basis of a cognate context, and not across 
cognate contexts.
Applying this requirement to argument structure, it is not only the lexi-
cal stem that may be cognate but also the case frame, and even the predicate 
structure. By case frame we mean valency patterns like Nom-Acc, Nom-Dat, 
Nom-Gen, Dat-Nom, Acc-Nom, Acc-Acc, Acc-Gen, etc. By predicate structure 
we refer to whether a verb is a simple verb, prefixed verb, compound verb, or 
a compositional predicate of some sort. As has already been discussed above, 
the case paradigms in Germanic are cognate; that is, the morphological mark-
ers in the case paradigms are inherited across the daughters. The case patterns 
themselves, i.e. the choice of subject and object case occurring together with 
a particular predicate, are also cognate, as evident from the fact that they are 
inherited into the daughters with the same lexical verbs (Barðdal & Eythórsson 
2012a, 2012b; Barðdal & Smitherman 2013).
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Let us illustrate all this with the compositional predicate ‘be good for’ from 
all three branches of Germanic, with examples from Gothic, Old English and 
Old Norse-Icelandic:
Gothic
(5a) goþ ist unsis her wisan
good  is.3SG  us.DAT  here  be.INF
‘it is good for us to be here’ (Luke 9: 33)
Old English
(5b) betere  is manna gehwylcum  þæt  him  her on  worulde
better  is.3SG  men.GEN  each.DAT that  him  here  on  world
‘Every man has it better here in the world’ (Ælfric Homily 28.107)
Old Norse-Icelandic
(5c) Betra  er lifðum og sællifðum.
better  is.3SG  the.lived.DAT  and  the.well.lived.DAT
‘Those who live and live well have it better.’ (Hávámál 70)
The examples in (5) fulfil not only the Double Cognacy Requirement, they in 
fact instantiate triple cognacy. Double (or triple) cognacy follows from dual-
ity (or triality) of patterning. For instance, sounds are combined into word 
forms, and word forms are combined into sentences. In the case of argument 
structure: a) the lexical material is cognate, i.e. the verb ‘be’ and the adjective 
‘good/better’; b) the predicate structure is cognate, involving a compositional 
predicate consisting of ‘be’ and an adjective; and c) the case frame is also cog-
nate, i.e. the subject is in the dative case. To concretize, lexical items are com-
bined into predicate structure; case markers are combined into case patterns 
combining with argument structures; and finally, lexical items and predicate 
structure are combined into argument structure through a process merging 
lexical items with more schematic argument structure constructions. This is 
how a combination of factors involving cognate structure may contribute to 
the identification of cognates in syntax.
For a reconstruction of more schematic argument structure construc-
tions, see Barðdal & Smitherman (2013); Danesi, Johnson & Barðdal (2017) 
and Vazquez Gonzalez & Barðdal (2019), although it should be emphasized 
that the research program proposed here of identifying cognates does not of, 
course, rely on schematic reconstructions. On the contrary, it is based on sub-
stantive material being found instantiating the relevant argument structure 
constructions, as without substantive material, there can be no cognate lexical 
material. However, as we also emphasize above, lexical material is not always 
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needed to identify cognates, as sometimes this can also be done on the basis of 
grammatical cognate material, like when case morphology is cognate or when 
predicate structure is cognate (see also Kikusawa, this volume, and Gildea & 
Castro Alves, this volume).
Returning to the last discussion point in Section 3.1 above on reconstructing 
on the basis of regularity across the daughters, the question arises whether 
there is double cognacy in Nom-Acc argument structure constructions in the 
same sense as with compositional predicates. The case paradigms, here nomi-
native and accusative, have already been reconstructed not only for Germanic 
but also for Proto-Indo-European (see, for example, Krahe 1969a, 1969b; Ringe 
2006; see also Pooth et al. 2019 for the emergence, development and recon-
struction of the case frames in Proto-Indo-European). A reconstruction of the 
transitive Nom-Acc construction would therefore not only be carried out on 
the basis of the existence of an inherited Nom-Acc argument structure con-
struction in the daughter languages, but also on the basis of the morphological 
nominative and the morphological accusative.
A few examples of cognate lexical verbs instantiating the Nom-Acc con-
struction in the early Germanic languages are listed in Table 5.9, some of which 
are quite high on the transitivity scale (Hopper & Thompson 1980). This means 
that not only is the case frame cognate, but also the lexical verbs. In fact, there 
are so many verbs that instantiate the Nom-Acc case frame, due to its prop-
erty of being a default case pattern, assigned on the basis of analogical exten-
sions of the statistically predominant pattern, that its reconstruction is almost 
banal, exactly as with the Proto-Indo-European /p/. However, exactly as with 
the Proto-Indo-European /p/, if one’s intention is to reconstruct a grammatical 
system, both regular grammatical constructions and more idiosyncratic ones 
need to be reconstructed.
Table 5.9 Cognate Nom-Acc predicates in early Germanic
Gothic Old English Old Norse-Icelandic Gloss
dreiban drīfan drífa ‘drive’
maurþrjan myrðran myrða ‘murder’
slahan slean slá ‘hit’
saggjan senkan sökkva ‘sink’
bairan beran bera ‘carry’
drigkan drincan drekka ‘drink’
itan etan eta ‘eat’
saihwan sēon sjá ‘see’
finþan findan finna ‘find’
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One could perhaps now argue that a reconstruction of the Nom-Acc case 
frame may be less secure, exactly because it is the default pattern. That is, this 
case frame can easily arise through a change from another more marked case 
frame. This is indeed true; therefore such reconstruction must rely heavily 
on the quality of the co-occurrence patterns, i.e. on double cognacy, in that 
both the case frame and the relevant lexical verbs must be cognates across 
several branches. A change from a more marked case frame to a less marked 
or to the default case frame is not expected to take place with cognate verbs in 
language after language within a language family, unless of course there has 
been a massive development of such a type of change. Such massive develop-
ments, however, if they are not already known, may be established on the basis 
of the comparative material, i.e. by comparing cognate verb sets within lan-
guages of one branch. Therefore, reconstruction of default argument structure 
constructions is also possible, provided that the double cognacy requirement 
is fulfilled and the procedures of the Comparative Method honored.
Finally, with regard to changes in argument structure constructions, some of 
these are quite well known (Barðdal 2014), including regularization processes 
like Nominative Sickness, whereby nominative is substituted for oblique case 
with subjects (Eythórsson 2000, 2002; Jónsson & Eythórsson 2005; Barðdal 
2009, 2011a; Dunn et al. 2017). This process is found with both ‘think’ and ‘thirst’, 
discussed above, where dative and accusative have been replaced with a nomi-
native, for instance in Modern German. In some of the other modern Germanic 
languages, like Modern English, Modern Swedish and Modern Dutch, this re-
placement happened through a different kind of process, namely the general 
loss of case morphology. Of course, a general loss of case morphology results 
in all argument structure constructions disappearing except for a generalized 
Nom-Acc construction, only visible with pronouns, thus distinguishing only 
between (nominative) subjects and (accusative) objects. As such, loss of case 
morphology constitutes the ultimate regularization process (cf. Barðdal 2009).
Processes resulting in the emergence of marked argument structure con-
structions have also been documented in the field. One such is Oblique 
Anticausativization, i.e. a process involving reduction in a verb’s valency, first 
by creating synchronic correspondences between the oblique anticausative 
and its causative alternant, and then through the loss of the original causative 
alternant over time, leaving behind only the alternant with an oblique sub-
ject (Sandal 2011; Barðdal 2014; Barðdal et al. 2020). However, such a process of 
language change may also be detected through a rigorous investigation of the 
pre-stage. Any claims that there is lack of directionality in syntactic change 
are therefore unfounded when it comes to changes in argument structure 
constructions.
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3.3 Identification on the Basis of Synonymous Material
So far in this article, we have shown how Watkins’ method can be applied to ar-
gument structure constructions, where we find cognate lexical items, cognate 
case paradigms, cognate case frames, and even cognate predicate structure. 
Our data, as yet, come from Germanic, which of course represents a fairly short 
time span, compared to, for instance, Proto-Indo-European.
Identifying cognate argument structure constructions on the basis of cog-
nate lexical verbs may become increasingly difficult when the time span is lon-
ger than from the modern languages to the closest reconstructed intermediate 
node in the family tree, because of the well-known process of lexical substitu-
tion (Firth 1935; D’arcy 2006; Calude & Pagel 2011; François 2011). An estimation 
of lexical replacement rates has been made by Pagel et al. (2007) and Pagel 
(2009) who suggest that the chances that a random cognate is replaced with 
a non-cognate word every 2,000–2,500 years is 50%, although this is highly 
dependent on frequency of use. That is, low-frequency words are replaced at a 
much faster rate and high-frequency words at a much slower rate.
Watkins (1995) certainly observes, in his work on poetic formulae, that with 
time, important content words are replaced, while the formula itself is main-
tained. This process has also been observed synchronically with idioms and 
set phrases (McGlone et al. 1994; Langlotz 2006). Given these observations, in 
combination with our present knowledge of the acquisition of case frames by 
new predicates, we suggest that cognate argument structure constructions may 
be identified despite a deeper time span. This means that cognate argument 
structure constructions may be distinguished, not only because they share a 
lexical cognate, but also by virtue of being instantiated by a synonymous verb. 
In other words, since lexical predicates tend to be replaced with synonymous 
predicates through time, it is reasonable to assume that argument structure 
constructions remain stable although the lexical predicate itself is renewed.
To give an example, the verb ‘answer’ in the Modern Germanic languages 
has two cognate sets, reflexes of the etymons *(and)swaran and *andwurdjan. 
The facts discussed in Section 3.1 above suggest that *(and)swaran is an earlier 
verb with this meaning, and that *andwurdjan replaced it in East and West 
Germanic. We also know that a verb meaning ‘speak, put into words’, usually 
selects for the Nom-Acc case frame in early Germanic, hence we assume that 
the Nom-Dat case frame with *andwurdjan in East and West Germanic must 
have been assigned to *andwurdjan on the basis of the case frame of *(and)
swaran. This is an internal reconstruction, since this development had already 
taken place during prehistoric times.
Now, if English and the modern North Germanic languages had also lost the 
verb *(and)swaran, resulting in only one cognate set for ‘answer’, namely the 
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modern reflexes of *andwurdjan, would we then not be in total ignorance of 
where its case frame came from? Our answer to that question is no, since we 
know that *andwurdjan takes a dative object by virtue of the fact that its pre-
decessor, *(and)swaran, took a dative object. In other words, since argument 
structures stay the same, while their lexical predicates are replaced with syn-
onymous lexemes, it becomes possible to identify cognate argument structure 
constructions through synonymous verbs. Therefore, not only cognate lexical 
verbs aid in identifying cognate argument structure constructions, but also 
non-cognate synonymous verbs.
Let us illustrate this for Proto-Indo-European, continuing with the verb 
‘answer’:
Ancient Greek (Homer): hypokrinomai ‘reply, answer’
(6a) hōs toi hypokrinontai
how  you.DAT.SG  answer.3PL
‘… how they answer you.’ (Homer, Iliad 7.407)
Ancient Greek (Attic): apokrinomai ‘reply, answer’
(6b) egō  gar  autik’ apokrinoumai soi saphōs
I for  right.away  will.answer.1SG  you.DAT.SG  clearly
‘for I will presently answer you distinctly.’ (Aristophanes, Clouds 1245)
Latin: respondeo ‘reply, answer’
(6c) legatis respondit              diem     se       ad   deliberandum  
ambassadors.DAT  answered.3sg    day.ACC   self    to    deliberate 
 sumpturum
 take
‘He [Caesar] replied to the ambassadors, that he would take time to 
deliberate.’ (Caesar, Gallic War 1.7)
Gothic: andwaurdjan ‘answer’
(6d) þu hwas  is, ei andwaurdjais  guda?
you  who  are  that  reply.2sg.OPT God.DAT
‘Who are you replying to (OR: against) God?’ (Rom 9:20)
Old Russian: otvéčal- ‘answer’
(6e) I  Pskovъ imъ otvéčalъ
and  Pskov.NOM them.DAT replied.3SG
‘And Pskov answered them.’ (Pskovskaja letopis’ XVc)
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Old Lithuanian: atsakyti ‘answer’
(6f) Ar  šitaipo  byskupui atsisakai?
do  this bishop.DAT  answer.2SG
‘Do you answer the bishop in this manner?’ 
(Bretkunas Postille I372, y. 1591)
Hittite: āppa mema/i- ‘speak/say back’
(6g) dUTU-uš ANA  MUNUS.LUGAL  āppa  memišta
sun.god-NOM DAT  queen back spoke.3SG
‘The Sun God replied to the queen.’ (KBo 20.82 ii 33–34)
Tocharian A: wätk- ‘answer’
(6h) kupre  ne  säm penu sne täṅklune  wätkālts
if he  PTCL  without  with  difficulty confidence
wätkāṣṣ-äm ////
answers:3SG.CONJ-CL.OBL.PL
‘If he responds to you without difficulty and with confidence’ (YQ-14[II.5] b4)
Sanskrit: prati-brū- ‘answer’
(6i) apṛcchaṃ mātaram \ sā mā pratyabravīt
asked.3SG  mother.ACC  she.NOM  me.ACC  answered.3SG
‘I asked my mother and she answered me’ (Ch. 4.4.4)
The verb ‘answer’ takes Nom-Dat in all the earliest Indo-European languages 
in (6) above except for Sanskrit, where it takes a Nom-Acc. While Sanskrit is 
one of the oldest documented Indo-European languages, it is known to have 
innovated in some respects, for instance in the vowel system which has been 
simplified drastically (see, for example, Mayrhofer 1978). It also seems, on a 
comparison with the other early Indo-European languages, that predicates 
selecting for non-nominative subject-like arguments have been significantly 
reduced (cf. Danesi 2014). It is also well known that the accusative as an object 
case has heavily invaded the space of the dative in Sanskrit. Most importantly, 
however, for this example, the accusative is most likely governed by the prefix 
prati- (Leonid Kulikov, p.c.). It is therefore very likely that the accusative object 
of ‘answer’ is an innovation in Sanskrit.
Going systematically through the verbs in (6), the case marking of the ad-
dressee in Tocharian is ambiguous, as the clitic -äm is a general oblique form 
that does not distinguish between accusative, dative and the genitive, as is 
shown in the correspondence set in Table 5.10. The Latin, the Old Lithuanian 
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and the Hittite verbs might possibly have inherited the dative case of the ad-
dressee from their corresponding base verbs, as the unprefixed spondeo in Latin 
means ‘promise’, the unprefixed sakyti in Old Lithuanian means to ‘say’, and 
the simple mema/i- in Hittite means to ‘speak’. Verbs having these meanings 
tend to assign dative case to the addressee in the Indo-European languages.
The situation is different with verbs like the unprefixed krinomai in Ancient 
Greek which is highly polysemous, instantiating meanings like ‘judge’, ‘choose’ 
and even ‘distinguish’. With all three of these meanings, the object occurs in 
the accusative case and not in the dative. The Old Russian, otvéčal-, does not 
have an unprefixed counterpart, but with the prefix pre-, it means ‘welcome’ or 
‘receive in a friendly way’, selecting for an accusative object. The same is true 
for the unprefixed Gothic *waurdjan ‘put into words’, selecting for an accusa-
tive object, as already discussed in Section 3.1 above. Thus, the Greek, Slavic 
and Germanic data exclude an analysis involving case and argument structure 
assignment on the basis of cognate stems already existing in the language, 
while the Baltic, Italic and Anatolian data are compatible with either analysis, 
i.e. either case and argument structure has been assigned on the basis of al-
ready existing cognate verb stems or on the basis of synonymous verbs.
Hence, on the basis of synonymous material from at least three branches 
of Indo-European, Greek, Slavic and Germanic, we reconstruct Nom-Dat 
as the predicate-specific argument structure construction of ‘answer’ in 
Proto-Indo-European, cf. the correspondence sets in Table 5.10 and the partial 
reconstruction in Figure 5.4.
Table 5.10 Predicate-specific correspondence set for the argument structure of a Proto- 
Indo-European verb meaning ‘answer’
Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 3
Ancient Greek nom-dat
Latin nom-dat
Gothic nom-dat
Old Russian nom-dat
Old Lithuanian nom-dat
Hittite nom-dat
Tocharian B nom-dat nom-acc nom-gen
Sanskrit nom-acc
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The reconstruction in Figure 5.4 is partial because the field for the lexical 
verb is empty, i.e. it does not contain any phonological material. In other 
words, this reconstruction is a reconstruction of the verb-specific argument 
structure construction Nom-Dat for a verb with the meaning ‘answer’ in 
Proto-Indo-European. While we do not know the form of the verb, we posit, on 
the basis of a comparison between the daughters, that a verb with this mean-
ing must have instantiated a Nom-Dat case frame in Proto-Indo-European. The 
identification of this verb-specific argument structure construction is based 
on non-cognate synonymous predicates across the daughters, and not on a 
cognate lexical item. This reconstruction is certainly more schematic than tra-
ditional reconstructions based on cognate lexical material. It is nevertheless 
based on a known linguistic process, in which predicates get replaced by their 
synonyms in the course of time, while simultaneously maintaining their origi-
nal argument structure constructions.
Let us consider one final example with an even more exceptional case frame, 
namely the Dat-Gen frame. Several Indo-European daughter languages, from 
at least four different branches, exhibit a predicate meaning ‘lack, need’ which 
occurs with this case frame (see also Frotscher, Kroonen & Barðdal 2020). The 
examples below are from Ancient Greek, Gothic, Old Russian and Lithuanian:
Ancient Greek (prosdéō ‘need’)
(7a) hoûper humîn málista prosdeî
which.GEN  you.DAT  very.much  need.3SG
‘which you need very much’ (Thuc 3.13)
* lxm FORM < > SYN ARG-ST <NP-NOMi, NP-DATj> 
SEM communication_response fr FRAMES SPEAKER i ADDRESSEE j 
Figure 5.4 A reconstruction of the argument structure of ‘answer’ in Proto-Indo-European
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Gothic (wan ist ‘is lacking’)
(7b) ainis þus wan ist
one.GEN  you.DAT  lacking  is.3sg
‘you lack one thing’ (Mk 10.21)
Old Russian (lixyi ‘lack’)
(7c) Zenicǫ bo ne imy lixъ  jestь světa
pupil.ACC  because.PTCL  NEG  them.DAT  lacking  be.3SG  light.GEN
‘they are not lacking light in their eyes’ 
(Pandekt Antioxa po spisku XI veka)
Lithuanian (trūkti ‘lack’)
(7d) Jam trūksta kantrybės
he.DAT  lacks.3SG  patience.GEN
‘He lacks patience’
In our view, the data in (7) motivate a reconstruction of a predicate in 
Proto-Indo-European with the meaning ‘lack, need’, as sufficiently established 
with data from four different branches. Such a reconstruction would be only 
partial, exactly as the reconstruction of ‘answer’ in Proto-Indo-European in 
Figure 5.4 above, with no phonological material. The reconstruction would 
be of a purely schematic argument structure construction containing the 
Dat-Gen case frame and the meaning ‘lack, need’. As with ‘answer’ above, this 
reconstruction would be based on synonymous lexical material and not on 
cognate lexical material.
Furthermore, not only are partial reconstructions of predicates and their 
argument structures possible, as we have just demonstrated (cf. also Barðdal 
& Eythórsson 2012a; Barðdal & Smitherman 2013; see also Vazquez Gonzalez 
& Barðdal 2019 for a reconstruction of a verb-class-specific argument struc-
ture construction), but the discovery of the important developmental path 
whereby lexical predicates get replaced by their synonyms, while case frames 
are maintained, makes certain predictions in a wider historical linguistic con-
text. One such prediction is that lexical semantic verb classes will be linked to 
the same argument structure constructions across time, provided of course 
that the case and alignment system stays more or less intact, and hence that 
argument structure constructions are reconstructable as such for earlier proto-
stages on the basis of lexical semantic verb classes alone (cf. Barðdal 2007; 
Barðdal et al. 2011; Barðdal et al. 2012). In other words, this is a force for conser-
vatism, maintaining irregularity. In this way, the insights inherent in Watkins’ 
legacy that morphological material may be used for reconstructing abstract 
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syntactic units are taken one step further, potentially yielding a substantial im-
provement in the methodology of linguistic reconstruction.
4 Summary
The Comparative Method in historical linguistics has been successfully em-
ployed in reconstructing phonological, morphological and lexical units, not 
only by the Neogrammarians in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, but fur-
ther into modern times. Syntactic reconstruction, in contrast, has been regard-
ed as a precarious enterprise, an unreliable exercise, and fraught with pitfalls 
at every stage.
As a reaction to three different attempts at reconstructing basic word order 
for Proto-Indo-European, Watkins’ paper from 1976 was hugely influential in 
the general renouncing of syntactic reconstruction. The first of these three at-
tempts was done on the basis of Greenberg’s universals, the second on the basis 
of word order frequencies in Homeric Greek, and the third one on the basis 
of the word orders attested in the early daughters. It was not until nearly 20 
years later, however, in his 1995 book on Indo-European poetics, that Watkins 
properly proposed a research program which opened up new vistas for syn-
tactic reconstruction, showcasing his method with an investigation of cognate 
dragon myths across the early Indo-European daughter languages. The core of 
Watkins’ proposal lies in carrying out syntactic reconstruction through mor-
phological devices, utilizing common morphosyntactic material as a means 
of identifying cognates. Watkins’ work on poetic formulae shows how layers 
of cognate collocations and prefabs can be identified through morphological 
clues, together with important fragments of syntax from earlier periods of the 
Indo-European languages, which are reconstructable as such.
We maintain that the ability to reconstruct all of morphosyntax should by 
no means be considered insignificant. Moreover, the area of syntactic research 
which we have mostly concentrated on, that is, case and argument structure 
constructions, constitutes in itself a major subfield within syntactic research 
and syntactic theorizing. Launching a research program into how to recon-
struct argument structure constructions is therefore no insignificant task, in 
a scientific atmosphere that has, for almost four decades, been engulfed with 
despondency over the perceived failure of syntactic reconstruction.
As a part of this research program, we have demonstrated how cognate 
argument structure constructions may be identified, with the aid of a) the 
lexical predicates that instantiate them, b) cognate case frames, c) cognate 
predicate structures, and d) cognate case morphology. For this purpose we 
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have compared case and argument structure constructions of three Germanic 
verbs, ‘think’, ‘thirst’, and ‘answer’, all of which have a case frame that deviates 
from the canonical Nom-Acc frame, and hence exhibits a certain degree of ar-
bitrariness. The directionality of the changes is in part retrievable from docu-
mented processes and is in part revealed by a proper scrutiny of the datasets 
themselves.
However, we do not stop at that; our aim here has been to bring Watkins’ 
research program one step further, and to show how cognate argument struc-
ture constructions may be identified on the basis of non-cognate synonymous 
predicates. This claim is based on documented processes of how new verbs 
acquire their case and argument structure constructions, of which one major 
process involves new verbs attracting case frames on analogy to already ex-
isting synonymous verbs. We have thus illustrated how cognate argument 
structure constructions may be identified using non-cognate lexical material 
through two case studies. The first involves the verb ‘answer’ which has two 
cognate sets in Germanic, but at least eight sets across Indo-European. This 
larger number of cognate sets is expected, given the greater time depth for 
Proto-Indo-European than for Proto-Germanic, and given our current knowl-
edge of the speed of lexical replacement. We have reconstructed a predicate-
specific argument structure construction, Nom-Dat, for Proto-Indo-European, 
on the basis of the evidence provided by synonymous predicates in the early 
daughters.
In our second case study, we have examined the verb ‘lack, need’, occurring 
with the Dat-Gen case frame and with synonymous non-cognate lexical ma-
terial only, from four different branches of Indo-European, again illustrating 
the viability of this method. Ultimately, we argue that semantic spaces can be 
reconstructed for argument structure constructions at earlier proto-stages, on 
the basis of lexical-semantic verb classes, since argument structure construc-
tions may remain stable while lexical items are replaced. In this way, Watkins’ 
program can be taken one step further, from reconstructing on the basis of 
cognate lexical material to reconstructing on the basis of non-cognate synony-
mous material.
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